Proposition 114
Reintroduction and Management of Gray Wolves
The ballot title below is a summary drafted by the professional staff of the offices of the secretary of
state, the attorney general, and the legal staff for the general assembly for ballot purposes only. The
ballot title will not appear in the Colorado Revised Statutes. The text of the measure that will appear
in the Colorado Revised Statutes below was drafted by the proponents of the initiative. The initiated
measure is included on the ballot as a proposed change to current law because the proponents
gathered the required amount of petition signatures.
Ballot Title:
Shall there be a change to the Colorado Revised Statutes concerning the restoration of gray wolves
through their reintroduction on designated lands in Colorado located west of the continental divide,
and, in connection therewith, requiring the Colorado parks and wildlife commission, after holding
statewide hearings and using scientific data, to implement a plan to restore and manage gray wolves;
prohibiting the commission from imposing any land, water, or resource use restrictions on private
landowners to further the plan; and requiring the commission to fairly compensate owners for losses
of livestock caused by gray wolves?
Text of Measure:
Be it Enacted by the People of the State of Colorado:
SECTION 1. In Colorado Revised Statutes, add 33-2-105.8 as follows:
33-2-105.8. Reintroduction of gray wolves on designated lands west of the continental divide
- public input in commission development of restoration plan - compensation to owners of
livestock - definitions.
(1) The voters of Colorado find and declare that:
(a) Historically, wolves were an essential part of the wild habitat of Colorado but were
exterminated and have been functionally extinct for seventy-five years in the state;
(b) The gray wolf is listed as an endangered species on the commission’s list of
endangered or threatened species;
(c) Once restored to Colorado, gray wolves will help restore a critical balance in
nature; and
(d) Restoration of the gray wolf to the state must be designed to resolve conflicts with
persons engaged in ranching and farming in this state.
(2) Notwithstanding any provision of state law to the contrary, including section 332-105.5 (2), and in order to restore gray wolves to the state, the commission shall:
(a) Develop a plan to restore and manage gray wolves in Colorado, using the best
scientific data available;
(b) Hold statewide hearings to acquire information to be considered in developing
such plan, including scientific, economic, and social considerations pertaining to such
restoration;
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(c) Periodically obtain public input to update such plan;
(d) Take the steps necessary to begin reintroductions of gray wolves by December 31,
2023, only on designated lands; and
(e) Oversee gray wolf restoration and management, including the distribution of state
funds that are made available to:
(I) Assist owners of livestock in preventing and resolving conflicts between gray wolves
and livestock; and
(II) Pay fair compensation to owners of livestock for any losses of livestock caused by
gray wolves, as verified pursuant to the claim procedures authorized by sections 333-107 to 33-3-110 and, to the extent they are available, from moneys in the wildlife cash
fund as provided in section 33-3-107 (2.5).
(3) (a) The commission’s plan must comply with section 33-2-105.7 (2), (3), and (4) and must
include:
(I) The selection of donor populations of gray wolves;
(II) The places, manner, and scheduling of reintroductions of gray wolves by the division,
with such reintroductions being restricted to designated lands;
(III) Details for the restoration and management of gray wolves, including actions
necessary or beneficial for establishing and maintaining a self-sustaining population, as
authorized by section 33-2-104; and
(IV) Methodologies for determining when the gray wolf population is sustaining itself
successfully and when to remove the gray wolf from the list of endangered or
threatened species, as provided for in section 33-2-105 (2).
(b) the commission shall not impose any land, water, or resource use restrictions on
private landowners in furtherance of the plan.
(4) In furtherance of this section and the expressed intent of voters, the general
assembly:
(a) Shall make such appropriations as are necessary to fund the programs authorized and
obligations, including fair compensation for livestock losses that are authorized by this
section but cannot be paid from moneys in the wildlife cash fund, imposed by this section;
and
(b) May adopt such other legislation as will facilitate the implementation of the
restoration of gray wolves to Colorado.
(5) As used in this section, unless the context otherwise requires:
(a) “Designated lands” means those lands west of the continental divide in Colorado
that the commission determines are consistent with its plan to restore and manage gray
wolves.
(b) “Gray wolf” means nongame wildlife of the species canis lupus.
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(c) “Livestock” means cattle, horses, mules, burros, sheep, lambs, swine, llama, alpaca, and
goats.
(d) “Restore” or “restoration” means any reintroduction, as provided for in section 33-2105.7 (1)(a), as well as post-release management of the gray wolf in a manner that fosters
the species’ capacity to sustain itself successfully.
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